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Abstract— Human-Robot teams can efficiently operate in
several scenarios including Urban Search and Rescue (USAR).
Robots can access areas too small or deep for a person, can
begin surveying larger areas that people are not permitted to
enter and can carry sensors and instruments. One important
aspect in this cooperative framework is the way robots and
humans can communicate during rescue operation. Vision and
audio modalities may result not efficient in case of reduced
visibility or high noise. A promising way to guarantee effective
communications between robot and human in a team is the
exploitation of haptic signals. In this work, we present a possible
solution to let a robot guide the position of a human operator’s
hand by using vibrations. We demonstrate that an armband
embedding four vibrating motors is enough to guide the wrist
of an operator along a predefined path or in a target location.
The results proposed can be exploited in human-robot teams.
For instance, when the robot detects the position of a sensible
target, it can guide the wrist of the operator in such position
following an optimal path.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Haptic guidance refers to the possibility of guiding the
whole body or a part of it using haptic stimuli [1]. Haptic
guidance has been used in different applications, both to
display directional indications while walking (see, e.g., [2],
[3]) or to guide selected motions of a part of the body,
see e.g., [4]. Target locations are usually predefined and
the system takes care of tracking the human body and of
displaying directional cues through haptic interfaces.
Between the several solutions proposed, an interesting
scenario is when a robot guides a human. In [5], for instance,
an autonomous, interactive tour-guide robot is presented.
Beside this possible application for a robot guiding a human,
a novel use of haptic feedback for human navigation with a
mobile robot has been presented in [6]. Assuming that a
path-planner has provided a mobile robot with an obstaclefree trajectory, the vehicle could steer the human from an
initial to a desired target position by only interacting with
him/her via a custom-designed vibrotactile bracelet. The
arising cooperative navigation system resulted not intrusive,
flexible, and easy-to-use. In [7] the system was extended
to a possible use in urban search and rescue (USAR). In
particular, authors investigated how a robot can guide a human agent using a vibrotactile bracelet in a reduced visibility
scenario. The robot was able to compute its own path and
was also able to track the position of the human agent using
a dedicated sensor, i.e., a RGB-D camera. Robots may be
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Fig. 1. Haptic wrist guidance using vibrations for human-robot teams: the
users wrist xh is guided, via vibrotactile cues, toward a desired position,
represented by a sphere of radius r centered in xd . A robot, here represented
by a mobile robot, is in charge of deciding the desired position for the user’s
wrist, and of tracking the human body/arm with a camera (a)).

able to enter disaster sites which are otherwise too dangerous
or too difficult for humans to get to. Once there, robots
can gather information about the situation, providing human
operators with video feeds, maps, and sensor data. Using this
information, humans might be able to make a better situation
assessment, to aid emergency management [8]. Referring
to the scenario depicted in Fig. 1, a robot could be able
to recognize an important target (e.g., a valve, a switch,
etc.) thanks to its on board sensors and guide the human
toward it. As an example, in USAR the robot could guide
a firefighter inside a building and then guide the operator’s
wrist/hand toward a valve following a predefined trajectory
that avoid crossing high temperature areas revealed by a
temperature sensor. We suppose that the robot is able to
compute its own path. The path can be computed localizing
itself on an available map of the area or building a new
map using the on-board sensors. Moreover, the final path can
be selected according also to other sensors’ measurements,
e.g., temperature, percentage of oxygen, etc.. The robot is
also able to track the position of the human agent using a
dedicated sensor, e.g., a RGB-D camera.
In this paper, we focus on a guiding system where a
vibrating bracelet is used to guide the wrist—and thus the
hand—in a certain position and to let the wrist follow a
predefined path/trajectory. For directional guidance inside a
building, the reader is referred to [6], [7].
During the last years, vibrotactile devices have not only
been used to support visually impaired users, but there are
several applications, in which these devices are also applied
for assisting sighted persons [9], [10]. In particular, attempt
of enhancing the spatial awareness of human operators has
gained an increasing attention. In [11] and [12], a vibrotactile
feedback device was evaluated for spatial guidance in a
tracking task paradigm. Users had to translate and rotate

In the previous section, the problem was introduced, and
state-of-the-art solutions were discussed. We here describe
the novelty of our system, and its realization.
A. System Description
Referring to Fig. 1, let {W } = hOw , Xw , Yw , Zw i be
the world reference frame, representing the origin and the
main axes of a generic 3D Cartesian space. In what follows,
variables and quantities will be expressed w.r.t. such world
reference frame {W }. Let x(t) = [ x(t), y(t), z(t) ]T ∈ R3
be a generic point, at time t ∈ R>0 , and let {H}(t) =
hx(t), Xw , Yw , Zw i be the reference frame associated to that
point. In addition, we associate to each point x(t) a plane
P(t), which is the plane spanned by Xw and Zw axis of
{H}(t) (see Fig. 2).
Referring to Fig. 2, let xh (t) = [ xh (t), yh (t), zh (t) ]T ∈
3
R be the position of the user’s wrist at time t ∈ R>0 , with
its associated reference frame {Hh }(t) and plane Ph (t).
Moreover, let xd (t) = [ xd (t), yd (t), zd (t) ]T ∈ R3 be
a desired reference for the wrist at time t ∈ R>0 , with
its associated reference frame {Hd }(t) and plane Pd (t).
Eventually, let us define p(t) ∈ R2 as the orthogonal
projection of xh (t) onto the desired plane Pd (t).
With these definitions, we have that the distance error
between the user’s wrist and its desired position can be
expressed as


el (t)
e(t) =
,
ep (t)

ep,2 (t)

ep,1 (t)

{

II. H APTIC G UIDANCE S YSTEM

Pd (t)

{

virtual objects according to the vibrotactile vs. verbal cues
without visual information. In [13], a tactile stimulation
device was added in a stroke rehabilitation system that uses
a teaching robot. An interesting novel approach for guidance
tasks is that described in [14]. In this work, the authors
exploited electrical muscle stimulations (EMS) and vibrations for a 3D virtual hand pointing task. The authors performed an experimental validation, in which they compared
no feedback, visual cues, EMS, and vibrating suggestions.
Results demonstrated that both EMS and vibration provided
reasonable addition to visual feedback.
In this work, we take advantage of a haptic armband with
only four vibrating motors. Different vibration patterns are
used to guide the human wrist motion. The use of a single
armband guarantees high wearability and portability of the
system, while reducing power consumption and increasing
the total autonomy. The proposed framework has been tested
with seven subjects in two different tasks. In the former, we
evaluated the capability of the system to guide the human
wrist in an exact location. In the latter, we evaluated how the
system can display a predefined path to the user. To prove
the reliability of the guidance with a vibrating armband, we
use an external tracking system instead of a camera on-board
the robot.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. II
presents our haptic guidance system, detailing its realization
and solved issues. In Sect. III, we validate the proposed
system via real-world experiments, whereas in Sect. IV,
results are given and discussed. Eventually, in Sect. V, we
summarize the main contributions of the paper, and we
discuss possible directions for future research.
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Fig. 2. The user’s wrist position xh (t) is projected onto the plane Pd (t),
resulting in p(t). The distance between xh (t) and p(t) along Y of {W }
is el (t), while the distance between p(t) and the desired position xd (t) on
P(t) is ep .

being el (t) = yh (t) − yd (t) the distance between Ph (t) and
Pd (t) along Yw , and

 

ep,1 (t)
xh (t) − xd (t)
ep (t) =
=
.
ep,2 (t)
zh (t) − zd (t)
The final aim of our guidance system is to guide the user’s
wrist toward and into a sphere of radius r ∈ <>0 , centered
in xd (te ) (see Fig. 1), at any time te ∈ R>0 , i.e., the ending
time of the trial. In other words, if the user’s wrist has an
Euclidean norm of the distance error lower than a certain
threshold r, i.e., ||e(te )||2 < r, we consider our approach as
working.
B. Hardware implementation
In order to guide the user’s wrist, we provide vibrotactile
stimuli via a haptic wristband. The device comprises four
Precision Microdrives 307-100 Pico Vibe 9mm vibration
motors [15]—with a vibration frequency range of 100280 Hz, an Arduino Mini Pro 3.3 V, a 3.7 V LiPo battery,
and a RN-42 Bluetooth 2.1 antenna. The electronics and
the battery are embedded into a 3D-printed case, while the
vibrating motors are enclosed by the producer in waterproof
containers. During the evaluation, a 3D printed support was
mounted on the top of the electronics case, for holding retroreflective passive markers, used for the optical tracking of the
device. The device and its components are shown in Fig. 3(a)
and 3(b).
C. Guidance policy
Differently from [11], [12], where only planar movements
were considered, and from [13], where a longitudinal motion
was suggested with additional motors, we focused on obtaining a 3D guidance system with one band, comprising four
vibrating motors, as previously described. Such motors were
placed so that they would span the four main movements
directions on a plane, i.e., up (U), left (L), down (D), and
right (R) direction (see Fig. 3(c)). Two of the motors (U and
D) were also used to convey haptic suggestions along the
direction normal to the plane on which the four motors lie.
Each motor j ∈ {U = 1, ..., R = 4} is independently controllable, both in vibration frequency fj (t) ∈ [100 − 280] Hz
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Fig. 3. Vibrotactile haptic devices: (a) proposed device; (b) proposed device worn by one subject; (c) vertical section of the proposed device, with the
four motors (U, R, D, and L) depicted. In (c), the user’s wrist is supposed to be entering the figure.

and in vibration interval ij (t) = kτ s, being τ the minimal
vibration burst and k ∈ N.
Vibration frequencies were selected to avoid possible
on/off behaviors. We set different thresholds for different
vibration frequencies, based on the distance from the desired
point, and on the human perception [16]. In [17], the authors
evaluated the vibrotactile perception of relatively young users
with a device similar to that used in this work. They found
that in a range 80–200 Hz, a frequency variation of around
30 Hz was perceived. Acknowledging this variation as the
25% of the total range of the investigated frequencies, we
defined four levels of vibration thresholds, i.e., T f =
{ thf1 , ... , thf4 } related to four distance thresholds T d =
{ thd1 , ... , thd4 }. The vibration interval was selected to have
different timings so that a same motor could be exploited for
more than one direction suggestions. In particular, the up (U)
and down motors (D) were chosen to convey two intervals of
vibration: a “fast” vibration i1,3 (t) = τ s, related to distance
between the actual plane Ph (t) and the desired plane Pd (t),
i.e., el (t), and a “slow” vibration i1,3 (t) = 2τ s. This
interval vibration difference was related to the distance on the
plane Pd (t) of p(t), as explained in the following section.
The vibration interval for motors L and R was fixed to
i2,4 (t) = 2τ s with no variations.
Let us now describe the algorithm we propose for obtaining haptic suggestions. In what follows, we drop the
dependency on time t ∈ R>0 , for the sake of simplicity. It
is worth to note that the following policy is applied to every
instant of time during a trial. Let us consider a desired wrist
position xd , an actual wrist position xh and its projection
p onto Pd , as described in Sect. II-A. Moreover, let us
consider s(·) as the sign function


−1 if x < 0
s(x) = 0
if x = 0 , x ∈ R.

1
if x > 0
From the projection of xh onto Pd we have a distance error
T
e = [ el , ep ] , which will be used to obtain the vibration
frequencies. As a first step, we check if the distance el
between the two planes is—in absolute value—inside the
distance thresholds
 f
th4 if |el | ≥ thd4




f
d
d


th3 if th4 > |el | ≥ th3
f l = thf2 if thd3 > |el | ≥ thd2 .
(1)


f
d
d

th1 if th2 > |el | ≥ th1



0
if thd1 > |el |

This step defines the vibration frequency for the guidance
along Yw , i.e., guidance toward the plane Pd . Consequently,
we check if the distance on the plane Pd is—in absolute
value—inside the distance thresholds
 f
th4 if |ep,k | ≥ thd4




thf if thd > |ep,k | ≥ thd

4
3
 3
fkp = thf2 if thd3 > |ep,k | ≥ thd2 ,
(2)


f
d
d


th1 if th2 > |ep,k | ≥ th1



0
if thd1 > |ep,k |
being k ∈ {1, 2}, which provides the vibration frequencies
for the guidance along Xw and Zw , i.e., guidance on the
plane Pd . Once we have obtained f l and fip , we need to
check the signs of the distances el and ep , i.e., the directions
to which we need to guide the wrist to. For selecting f2 and
f4 , i.e., the vibration frequencies for R and L, respectively,
we check the sign of ep,1 as
 p
 p
f
if s(ep,1 ) > 0
f
if s(ep,1 ) < 0
f2 = 1
, f4 = 1
.
0

else

0

else

These definitions, together with the followings, model an
attractive haptic feedback procedure. For instance, a vibration
on L means “move the wrist toward left”. For selecting f1
and f3 , the vibration frequencies for U and D, respectively,
the sign of el is first checked so to recognize if a motion of
the wrist toward the plane Pd is needed. Then, the sign of
ep,2 is checked so to understand if up and down movements
are needed. These two checks also lead to the different
vibration interval i1 and i3 that are necessary to distinguish
the guidance directions. From Equations (1) and (2) the
frequencies associated to U or D could be f l and f2p at the
same time. In this case, we assigned a high priority to the
guidance of the user’s wrist toward the plane Pd . Then the
wrist is guided toward the goal position xd . For this reason,
the following policy is adopted for choosing f1 or f3
 l
f
if (s(el ) > 0 && s(ep,2 ) > 0) ||




(s(el ) > 0 && s(ep,2 < 0) && f l ≥ f2p )
p
f1 = f2 if (s(el ) < 0 && s(ep,2 ) < 0) ||
,

p
l

(s(e
l ) > 0 && s(ep,2 < 0) && f < f2 )


0

f3 =

 l
f





f2p






0

else

if (s(el ) < 0 && s(ep,2 ) < 0) ||
(s(el ) < 0 && s(ep,2 > 0) && f l ≥ f2p )
if (s(el ) > 0 && s(ep,2 ) > 0) ||
.
(s(el ) < 0 && s(ep,2 > 0) && f l < f2p )
else
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Fig. 4. Point-to-point guidance scenario Desired wrist positions x̂pk , center
of the parallelepiped figure 0 (green dot), and world reference frame {W }.
TABLE I
S ETTINGS FOR THE PERFORMED EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Tf

{ thf1 , thf2 , thf3 , thf4 } = { 80, 110, 140, 170 } Hz

Td

{ thd1 , thd2 , thd3 , thd4 } = { 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.4 } m
0.141 m
0.2 s

r
τ

Moreover, to produce two guidance modalities which are
clearly distinguishable, i.e., guidance toward the plane and
guidance on the plane toward the desired position, we
selected the vibration interval for U and D as


τ
if f1 = f l
τ
if f3 = f l
i1 =
p , i3 =
p .
2τ

if f1 = f2

2τ

if f3 = f2

Eventually, the four motors j ∈ {1, . . . , 4} of the haptic
armband are activated at vibration frequencies fj and vibration interval ij .
Remark: The aforementioned checks for U and D are done
independently, so it is possible that both U and D motors
vibrate, but with different timing and frequencies.
III. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The experimental validation was performed on
seven healthy subjects (four males, age range 21-45, four
right-handed). Five of them had no previous experience with
vibrotactile interfaces. None of the participants reported any
deficiencies in perception abilities or physical impairments.
The participants signed informed consent forms, and were
informed about the purpose of the experiment, being able
to discontinue participation at any time.
We considered two possible guiding scenarios for evaluating our system: point-to-point (P) and trajectory guidance (T). In the former, participants were asked to follow
the vibration cues until they place their wrist inside a sphere
with radius r ∈ <>0 centered in xd (see Fig. 1). Eight
points—belonging to 3D space having {W } as origin—were
selected as the desired positions for the users’ wrists. These
eight points xd = x̂pk , k ∈ {1, . . . , 8} were the sharp edges
T
of a parallelepiped, whose center lied at 0 = [ 0, 0, 1.15 ]
and with size 2 × 2 × 0.4 m (L×W×H). The center of the
parallelepiped is shown in Fig. 4, while the eight desired
positions are depicted with red spheres in Fig. 4 and with
black sphere in Fig. 5(a)-(h).

The desired positions were arranged in a pseudo-random
order, whose list was the same for all the participants.
For each trial, the user was asked to start standing still
above the origin of {W }, until the testing attempt was started
at t = 0. The user was wearing the vibrating armband
around her/his right arm, placed as in Fig. 3(b). After this
moment, the user was provided with haptic suggestions,
whose vibration frequency decreased when reducing the
distance between the actual wrist position and the desired
position (see Sect. II-C). The trial was considered over when
the user’s wrist distance xh (te ) was such that ||e(te )||2 < r,
with te > t, being e(te ) = xh (te ) − x̂p· .
For what concerns the trajectory guidance, participants
were asked to move their wrist along a 3-D path, composed
of multiple desired positions xsk , k ∈ N, reaching each time
the inside of a sphere of radius r ∈ <>0 having as center
the correspondent xsk . A eight-shape figure was chosen as
a paradigmatic 3D path. The figure was composed by 15
desired positions, composing the set X = {x̂s1 , . . . , x̂s15 },
ordered so that the eight-shape figure was covered for two
times, starting from x̂1 (namely “1” in Fig. 6(a)) and
finishing in x̂15 (namely “15” in Fig. 6(a)). Fig. 6(a) shows
the order of the desired positions required to the users. The
trial was considered over when the user’s wrist distance
xh (te ) was such that ||e(te )||2 < r, with te > t, being
e(te ) = xh (te ) − x̂s15 .
Remark: Since the user is given with no haptic suggestion
as soon as the wrist position enters the sphere of radius r
around xd , if two consequent points in a path are too close
they can be considered as one. In particular, if the two desired
consequent positions have an Euclidean distance lower than
2r, there is an overlap of the two spheres, thus producing
a zone in which the user’s wrist is not commanded to the
next position. This aspect has to be taken into account when
sampling the trajectory for the wrist.
Each participant performed 32 trials for scenario P (four
repetitions for eight desired wrist positions) and 4 trials
for scenario T, thus resulting in 252 collected trials. No
time requirements were designed for the both experimental
modalities. For each trial, the user’s wrist position was
acquired with an optical tracking system (Vicon Motion
Systems Ltd, Oxford, UK), composed of eight cameras. The
haptic vibrating armband was equipped with five passive
retro-reflective optical markers located as in Fig. 3(b). A sixth
marker was placed in correspondence of the actual user’s
wrist, so that it was possible to obtain the wrist position
from the haptic device position. The six markers are visible
in Fig. 3(b).
The settings values for the evaluation are summarized
in Table I. For choosing such parameters, we did consider
the evaluation of a similar haptic device as presented in
[18] and in [19]. In [18] (Section 4.3.2), the authors found
that a JND of 25% could be perceived as intensity change
for around 80% of the subjects testing similar vibrotactile
bracelets. For this reason, we did use a similar percentage
for obtaining our thresholds for the distance error. Moreover,
in [19], the authors found that the minimal vibration burst
that can be perceived by users was that of duration τ = 0.2 s
using vibrating bracelets. For this reason, we did employ this
duration for the fast vibration patterns, whereas we did use
a double duration, thus very distinguishable, for the slow
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Fig. 5. Point-to-point guidance scenario: (a)-(h) desired positions for the point-to-point guidance scenario (black sphere) and performed trials for the
seven participants. Colors are shown in the colorbars, and they depict the time elapsing during the trial, going from the beginning (blue) to the end of the
it (red). In the plots, it is possible to see that the users were following the haptic suggestions by following the priority we chose for the vibrating cues,
thus firstly reaching the plane of xh (t) and then moving on this plane for reaching the desired point.
TABLE II
M EAN COMPLETION TIME ( AND STANDARD DEVIATION ) FOR EACH
p
DESIRED POSITION x̂k , k ∈ {1, . . . , 8} AND FOR THE 3D PATH
POSITIONS X.

x̂pk
x̂p1
x̂p2
x̂p3
x̂p4
X

time [s]

x̂pk

16.98 ± 6.93
15.61 ± 5.98
18.31 ± 6.33
17.43 ± 6.46
time [s]
156.38 ± 36.63

x̂p5
x̂p6
x̂p7
x̂p8

time [s]
10.42
12.85
15.77
15.99

±
±
±
±

5.70
5.91
7.22
5.92

vibration patterns. Distances T d as well as the radius r
of target spheres have been experimentally evaluated. We
performed several trials varying the thresholds and the radius
from smaller to bigger. The values reported in this work are
those presenting the best results in terms of mean completion
time. We did not report other results with different thresholds
for the sake of brevity.
At the end of each session of trials, a NASA Task
Load Index (TLX) questionnaire [20] was propose to the
participant, with the aim of assessing the perceived workload
in terms of Mental Demand (MD), Temporal Demand (TD),
Physical Demand (PD), Performance (PR), Effort (EF), and
Frustration (FR). Each of the six questions of the questionnaire has a scale of 21 levels, considering 1 as “very low”
and 21 as “very high”.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we describe and discuss the results of our
experimental validation.
Point-to-point guidance: Each of the participant was able
to reach the eight desired wrist positions. We considered as
evaluation parameter the time it took to the participants to
reach the destination points, while following the haptic guiding cues provided by our system. Fig. 5 shows the trajectories

performed by the seven participants to our evaluation, for
each desired wrist position (depicted with a black spheres).
Time to complete each trial can be evaluated considering
the colorbar in Fig. 5. The first two rows of Table II resume
the mean completion time for each desired wrist position
x̂pk . From Table II, we can see that the completion time was
higher for the points placed at lower height w.r.t. to 0, i.e.,
x̂p1,...,4 , than for points placed at higher height w.r.t. to 0,
x̂p5,...,8 . This was expected since the starting initial position
for all the participants was closer to x̂p5,...,8 than to x̂p1,...,4 .
Trajectory guidance: All participants were able to complete the task. Fig. 6 shows one particular trial, among the
28 recorded. In particular, Fig. 6(b)-(c)-(d) shows the user’s
wrist positions from top view, rear view, and side view,
respectively. The timing of the trial is shown with colors,
ranging from blue (beginning of the trial) to red (end of the
trial). Fig. 6(a) shows the order of the desired wrist positions
x̂sk , k ∈ {1, . . . , 15}. The last column of Table II resumes
the mean completion time for the eight-shape desired wrist
positions.
For what concerns the perceived workload demanded by
our guiding system, the raw question results of the TLX
questionnaires are depicted in Table III. From the Table, it is
possible to see that the frustration (FR) in using our system
was very low, together with the effort (EF) it demanded.
Concerning the performance (PR), the users perceived a good
success rate in completing the task (here the lower the score
TABLE III
M EAN RAW SCORE AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE NASA-TLX
WORKLOAD QUESTIONNAIRE .
MD

PD

TD

PR

EF

FR

mean raw score

7.14

8.14

8.14

5.42

5.57

4.14

standard deviation

2.60

2.96

5.08

3.25

1.39

2.34

71
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8
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3

0

0

0.5

1
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1

(b)

−1

−0.5

0

x [m]

(c)

0.5

1

0.5
−1

−0.5

0

y [m]

0.5

1

(d)

Fig. 6. 3D path guidance scenario: (a) Order of the desired positions x̂k ∈ X, k ∈ {1, . . . , 15}, for the eight-shape figure and example of a trial
performed
by user
2, from (b) top
−0.5
0 number 0.5
1 view, (c)
1.5rear view, and (d) side view. (b)-(d) Position of the user’s wrist during the trial (blue to red dots);
(b)-(d) desiredxpositions
for the 3D path guidance scenario (black sphere), arranged as a eight-shape figure. It is possible to see the high priority that the
[m]
user took in firstly moving towards the plane on which x̂1 lies, and then by moving on such plane reaching one-by-one the other points of the path.

the better the perception of success). The mental, physical,
and temporal demands (MD, PD, and TD, respectively)
scored a bit higher than the other metrics, but we can
consider such values acceptable, considering the properties
of our guiding system.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work we present a possible framework to guide the
user wrist position using a vibrating armband. In particular
we used only four motors to perform two different tasks in
a three-dimensional environment. All participant were able
to fulfill the proposed tasks. The proposed system can be
exploited in human-robot teams. The haptic communication
channel can be used an effective way to let a robots display a
target position or a desired path to a human mate. The same
system could be also used for assistive guidance for blind
people. Suppose a visual impaired user taking advantage of
the mobile robot as a guide in a supermarket. Once the robot
has guided the user in front of a shelf, the robot can guide
the wrist in the exact product location.
We are currently integrating the tracking system in a
mobile robot. We are also investigating solutions to suggest
the orientation of the wrist in addition to the 3-D position.
Possible improvements are envisioned also with the inclusion
of the wrist’s DoFs into the haptic suggestions computation
algorithm.
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